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Introduction 

,:tv1uch of the previous re~earch on alcoholism has dealt 

largely with the, disease concept of alcoholism (lI'lann, 1975, 

pp.' 3-4). It seems that'the relationship between alcoholism 

and self-concept h~s not be~~ e~plored until recent times. 

B~fore di~cussing alcoholism and self-concept, these ' 

terms must be defined. An alcoholic is a person suffering 

from, a chronic di'sease 'caused by the ingestion of large quan

tities of the chemical alcohol over a long period of time 

(Walles, 1969, p. 19). The drinking of alcohol impairs, in 

varying degress, the person's life adjustment in terms of 

health, ,personal relationships, and/or occupational function..;. 

ing (Coleman, 1976, p. 414). "alles states that the symptoms: 

of the disease are: a need for alcohol, an inability to stop 

drinking after talfing a drink, needing alcohol upon arising or 

to finish work, and'withdrawal symptoms when one stops drink

ing, e.g., lithe shakes l1 • This lI need
1\ 

for alcohol seems to be 

physiological because it develops into what may be termed an 

"addictive nee~r. This physiological.need is intertwined in 

its psychological expression (Valles, 1969, p. 31). 

Alcoholism is a unique disease. Schuster (1968) says: 

It is obviously not a disease in the sa~e, 
sense in which ulcers, diabetes, pneumonia, 
or scarlet fever are diseases; the doctor 
cannot put a bacillus under the microscope 
or take x-rays to IIprove ll his diagnosis to _ 
the patient.· 

He provides three reasons for this distinction. First, the 

patient usually ftoes not seek treatment, in fact, he usually 
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rejects it. Secondly, there is no medicine or antibiotic as 

such for an alcoholic. ThirdlY, friends and relatives often 

N'ill not-discover themselves that the person is an alcoholic .. 

Alcoholism is not purely a physiological disease, no~ is it 

purely a psychological diease, like a mental illness~ Alcohol

ism is a "psycho-physical illness ll , to use Schuster1s termi

nology. 

Self-concept refers .to the various images an individual 

has of himself. These images are derived from himself and his 

interact:Lons \v-ith others. Eventually, the individual joins 

these many self-images into an overall, single idea called 

self-concep-t (Wilson, 1973, p. 8). These many self-images are 

classified by ~1iddlebrooks as the five components of self-con

cept (1968, p • .103). They are: the material self, the actual 

or psychological.: self, the self as thinking and emotional pro

cess, the sociaL ~elf, and the ideal self._The material. self 

consistsof'our physical body, a~d those possessions that are 

uniquely ours • The actual or p~ychological self is \'lhat one 

thinks of oneself when analyzing one's thoughts and ideas. 
. : .' 

The self a~ thinldng and emotion~l process is one I sown per

ception of of the process of experiencing. The social self is 

the self defined in one's interactions with others. Theideal 

self is the self one t'lould like to be. 

Middlebrooks also m.entions five characteristics of self-

concept (1974, p. 103). They are: the self is organized and 

consistent, the self is seen as the origin of behavior, the 
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self is separate and unique" the self evaluates the self" and 

the self seeks, actualization. "All of these characteristics ' 

and'components previously 'mentioned are all part of the singl~ 

overall "idea called self-concept. This unitary idea is pro-

j ected by the individual throughout his life. i>1iddlebrooks 
- ' 

(1974) supports this,by saying" "The normal self" after all, 

is a cohesive whole fuctioning as a single unit and presenting 

a single image to those who view it at any given time 1I '(p •. 63) 

The t~rm self-concept used in this paper will be more oriented 

to the social self and ideal self. Therefore, this paper will 

be concerned with the self in relation to interactions with 

others and iJl relation to the self one i10uld like to be. 

Is self-concept involved with alcoholism? This position 

can.be seen clearly in the tenets of Alcoholics Anonymous, 

(A.A.). A.A., points out that there is f'l pm1er greater than 

self and that a favorable relationship with this power is 

discovered through 
, 

"hitting bottomll and~\surrender 
~, 

(Bateson" 

1971). "Hitting bottom" can be equated with a very low or 

poor self-concept and \'ihen it is low or poor enough, then the 

alcoholic is ready for help. This is illustrated.by~nald 

Terry (1976),:an alcoholic, in his book The Long Suffering. 

He states: 

The one thing besides the need for money 
that inspires an alcoholic to give up ~_ 
drinking is the very thing that makes al
coholism such a sor:ry bu~iness to begin 
with. Sooner or later the serious drinker 
is going to come to the realization that 
he is a bum. (p.31). 
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Once this very low or 'poor self-concept has emerged for the 

alcoholic, . he th~n IIsurrender,sl.. Be does so because he cannot 

tolerate himself and feels a compulsion to change., This pro

cess of, IIhitting bottom ll and IIsurrender ll occured to Bill W. in 

,1935. At that time. he and Dr. Bob founded A.A. Since that 

time, self-concept is typically included in discussions of 

alcoholism. 

If the above discussion, on self-concept is correct, the 

question arises: Does motivation playa role in alcoholism? 

1vlotivation, for the alcoholic, will be understood to mean an 

inclination toward treatment (lV.>bson, Paulus, Clark, 19(5). 

This concept of motivation can be correlated ,'lith self-concept 

Again, if the abov.e discussion on self-concept is correc~ 

then a 1m., or poor self-concept would imply that, an alcoholjc's 

motivation for treatment would be high. The alcohoiic would 

have a favorable attitude, 9r positive motivatiort toward 

treatment. A high or good self-concept would illiply that an 

alcoholic's motivation for treatment would,be low or poor. 

The hypothesis of this paper is that the self-concept of 

alcoholics who seek or accept help for their alcoholism is 

more negative and lm.,er than those of al'coholics who do not 

seek or accept help.. ~Iindlin, in 1964, conducted a study of 

alcoholism that will permit an exploration of this hypothesis~ 

She stated that those alcoholics labeled as seeking or accept
-

ing help are distinguished by their involvement in A.A. and 

psychiatrically oriented clinics or hospital treatment cen
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ters. The self-concept of those alcoholics l'll'ho do not seek or 

accept help for their alcoholism is more positive and higher 

than those who do. "Hindlin furhter sta'bed that those labeled 
, , , 

as not seeking or accepting help are distinguished by the fact 

that they have had no prior involvement in A.A. 

There a~e three implications of my hypoth~sis. First, an 

alcoholic must "hit\bottom"and lIsurrender ll before alcoholism 

can be controlled. Bates'on (1971) lists many kinds of' disas

ters which may caus~ an alcoholic to "hit Bottoml! and cause 

11 surrender 11 • 

, 

'Among these are 
' 

1\ ••• rejection by lvife, loss of 

job, hopeless diagnosis ••• ". All of these can be seen as de

structive of, the integrate~ self-concept. This disintegration 

is all the more plausible when one considers these events in 

light of Abraham'1I1aslow l s hierarchy of needs. (Zimbardo, 1976, 

p. 258). The previously mentioned disasters affect the pJ'lysi

ological, safety, love, and esteem needs. This destruction of 

the self-concept l..rould seem to enhance the alcoholic IS moti

vation to seek hel~. 

Secondly, alcoholics who volunteer fO,r help in control':'" 

ling alcoholism and admit ~hat their drinking is out of con

trol, are most successful in treatment programs. A f{~al im

plication is that a treatment program, to be maxi~ally effec

tive, should try to improve the 'alcoholic's self-concept, a

long with eliminating his dependence on alcohol.' 

Logically, then, there should be a connection bet,V'een 

self-con,cept and alcoholism. There does appear to be empiri 
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cal evidence supporting a relationshiI' between the two. 

In a study conducted by Ma.(::;e,:t.y, Ka.lish, and Cantor (1971), 

it was found that a~ong alcoholics offered a rehabilitation 

program, help-acceptors exhibited a lower degree of self-ac

ceptance on an adjective rating scale t4an help-rejectors. 

This study involved 65 male subj ects who· "vere members of a re: 

habilitational program for alcoholism at a Veterans Admini

stration hospital. All of the subject,) had a histiory of 

drinking problems. 'rhere \vere 33 subjects in the help-ac

ceptor group and 32 in the help-rejector group. The instru

ment used to measure the degree of self-acceptance was a 52

item rating scale of self-descriptive adjectives, called the 

Index of Self-Acceptance. From this instrument a self-ideal 

discrepancy score was obtained. The mean self-ideal discrep

ancy score of help~acceptors was 62.2 and for the help-rejec

tors, it was 41.3 •. 

J.l.ncither study, conducted by Gross (1971), investigated 
~;, 

whether significant changes in. self-c6ncept occured in 60 

male alcoholic subjects. Self-concept was measured by the 
," , i 

Tennes~~e Self-Co~cept-Scal~ (TSCS); All of the subjects 

voluntarily participated in a 60~day rehabilitationsl program. 

The TSCS was given- as a pretest arld postest. Ha~ellingl s 

modification of variance ratio for multivariate data was used 

to test for a significant difference between pretest and post-

test means. Then a t-value was determined for each of the 11 

subscales between the two groups (See Table 1 for results). 
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1ns~rt ~~ble 1 abo~t here' 

.<, • 

GrOss t ,conclusion Ylas"that the self~concept. improved after 

'treatment. The typ~ of self-concept that changed was ,from a . . ~ . -	 ,.' 

negative view of ~elf to a ~or~ positiv,e view. ", This was 'the 
. , .;:.. ~ 

:type ~f' C?aIlge ,that should take, place after treatmentfc)r the 
. ": 

. , .. ~ 

treatment progralll 'tlohe' maxi¢.ally' effective. 
-	 -.. 

1n:a third~tudy, condu.cted by Mindlin (1964), anelV"ly 
~ . I ", ". . , ,.... 

devt1loped 137-item..~t1:dtude' questi~~naire,' w'as given to 155 
~ • '. ~.t.' ~ 

, 
n~psyclioti'c,' alcoholics. This q.uestiohnair,e was composed of' 

"sub-te~ts on niotiv;:ltion, attitude, 'jjow,a~rd drinking' ~rid: .;tlcohol;.. 
i 

ism, self-esteem", ~e,pencency,,;. CiIl9:,' social is'olation. All "the 

subjects l....ere committed to one of two California hospital's for 
. . 	 . . 

treatment of alcohol:ism. , Thos~, ~....ho ha4 pt'eviousl'y, undergone' 
, I· 

I 

psychotherapy, those who had previous A.A. eXllerience, aI).d 

those who had'neither (the no':'help gr()up), were compared., 
I 

'Self-estee.q1 was highest, in the nb-help group 'and' iowestin: the 
I. " . ;'.' ,:'.' 

therapy group. Mindlin .(1964)m:akes the fcil16wlng oQservation 

concernitlg the no-:-p.elp group's higher self-esteem: ,liThe 'no

help group 1 s higher: self-este,em (not SUPPOjlrted. by' higher a
t, , . • . ' 

chi,evem~nt) i's, seen: as a factor 	fnilitating against help. II 
, 

,These threes,tudies, then, po support my hypothesis. 
, ' ' 

,tJ' ., I 
They do so because, 'in, ali three ,,~tudJ..es, . some form of the'. ' 

self-concept was tested in nelation't6,treatm~nt for, alcohol~ 

ism'. In ,all thre~,the. perception of, self was seen as being . 

10l'ler tor help-acceptors than' help-rej ectors ~ No matter iiha,t 

http:Self-estee.q1
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type of test of self-concepiwas used, this conclusion was ob

tained. 

In the next chapter-of this paper, studies, not dealing 

specifically with alcoholism and self-concept will be reviewed 

for the purpose of examining more closely my hypothesis and 

its implications. To acc6mplish this, most of the studies 

will be follow-up studies of alcoholics who have undergone 

treatment. In these'follow-up studies, the major focus will 

be on the tjpe of subject (help-seekers or acceptors as op

posed to non-help seekers or acceptors), which type of subject 

was successful in treatment progr~ms, and did self-concept im

prove after treatment. In addition, two studies dealing with 

the issue of motivation and alcoholism treatment programs, will 

also be reviewed. The purpose of this will be to determine to 

what extent motivation is involved with self-concept and also 

-treatment programs. Hopefully, after reviewing a number of 

studies, a concensus opinion can be drawn to support the hypo

th~~is_anditsLimp~ications •. 
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Review 

The next section of this paper entails a review of fol

low-un studies of the treatment of alcoholism. It must be~. , 

remembered, from the previous section, what specifically this 

paper is seeking to demonstrate. In all the studies, the de

gree of'their usefullness in this paper varies. Most will 

lend some support to my hypothesis an,d its implications. Mos 

will also just deal with the treatment of alcoholics and a 

follow~up treatment. However, two studi~s to be reviewed will 

deal with the role of motivation in treatment. 

Before beginr;l.ing the actual reviewing, it would be help

ful to examine the general structure of typical follow-up 

studies of alcoholism treatment. Most studies use some sort 

of alcoholism treatment program connected with a hospital, and 

tend to use males, the number of subjects varying. Many 'do 'not 

use a control group. Instead, the research centers around 

patients who have already been admitted to the hospital .. There 

is usually a screening process, as all the patients cannot be 

used. Psychotic or neurotic patients are usually rejected. 

Before treatment begins some sort of pretest is given. These 

vary, but typically involve a preliminary diagnosis of the al

coholic's condition, classification of alcoholics, or somet;>pe 

of predictive measure concerning success or failure potentiaL 

n example of one type of test used is the Tennessee Self-Con

cept Scale developed by Fitts (1965). After the pretest,' 

treatmeht follow'S-,,"'Tr.eatmen~ may' i'nvolv:e the use of 'd,rugs, 
, . 
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such" as 'disulfiram, or an antabuse. Both cause an alcoholic 

to become sick to his stomach upon alcohol intake. Treatment 

also may consist of individual or group psychotherapy, or A.A. 

In many, some sort of combination of the above mentioned forms 

of treatment are used. After treatment, the follow-up begins. 

The time interval betwee:p the conclusion of treatment and the 

beginning of the follow-up may vary. It can be anywhere from 

a couple of months to a few years. Some may even conduct.: ,', 

follow-ups yearly or semi-yearly. To see how the structure of 

the follow-ups actually works, it would be helpful to examine 

one in detail. 

The study to be examined was conducted by Norvig and Nlel 

sen (1956). The subjects in this study consisted of 221 al 

cohol addicts admitted'; to the men' s division of the Sanct Hans 

Hospital in the period 'from July 1, 1948 to December 31, 1950. 

They were admitted after treatment with disulfiram having been 

initiated. 

Subjects were divided into three groups for the follow-tp. 

Group I consisted of 42 patients who died during the study. 

Group II consisted of 40 patients about whom no follow-up data 

could be obtained. Group III consisted of 114 patients about 

whom satisfactory follow-up information was obtained. 

The next section of the study involved a comparison with 

an earlier study conducted by Ellermann (1948). 'The results 

of the Norvig and Nielsen study were classified into three 

c~tegories. The "good" post-treatment represented patients 

who showed no overindulgence in alcohol and wer~ considered 
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socially rehabilitated •. ItFairlt represented patients \'lho l.v-ere 

no longer addicted.to alcohol, but were not considered sociclly 

rehabilitated. IIPoor ll represented patients 1.vho 'over-indulged 

in alcohol. The overall result \va's that 63 per cent of the 

patients showed positive results. They were classified as the 

lIgood ll and IIfairll groups. Nowig and Nielsen centered their 

discussion around disulf/, ram. It was supposed that disulft ram 

opened a new era in alcoholism treatment. This study \vill not 

be discussed in r.elation to the hypothesis and i-t~s implica.... 

tions, ,but was used-to, de~cri~e the general structure of alco

holism folIOl.v-.up, studies. The follow'ing studies will be re

vie\ved with emphas;is on those aspects pertaining to my hypo

thesis and its implications. 

The first of these studies to be reviewed was conducted 

by Kish and ~ermann(197i). This study invblved a follow-up 

of 173 male alcohol:ics at three, six, and twelve month inter

vals ,after an eight week treatment program at a Veterans Ad

ministration (V .:i\ 0 ) hospital. Th~ subj ects lvere both cOID..t-rit'.:ted 

and non-committed {VOluntary) patients. 

In the results, A.A. attendance did seem to affect im

provement. Frequent A.A., attendance by the patients corre

sponded with a very high' probability of, his being. in the much 

improved category. It was also found that group th~rapy had 

no. significant effect on improvement rates. The most inter

resting finding, however, was that there was no difference be

tween the results of the committed and non-committed patients. 

http:folIOl.v-.up
http:addicted.to
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This is the most interesting finding because it is contradic

tory to the hypothesis that voluntary help-acceptors would be 

more likely to be successfully trea.ted. 

The second study to be reviewed was. conducted by Pokorny, 

Byron, Miller, and Cleveland (1968). The study was conducted 

over a three year period. The results showed that the best 

successes (those subjects who had remained abstinent from al 

cohol) had low self-esteems. The abstinent'subjects also 

possessed neurotic and psychotic symptoms to a greater degree. 

This result is not seen as unusual because it i.s compatible 

with the opinion that "neurotic" subjects respond well to 

therapy (Pc korl'l.y, et. al., 1968)'. 

The third study to be reviewed was conducted by:~:F.i tzgerall 

Pasewark t and Cla.rk (1971). The study consisted of a. 16-week 

minimum treatment requirement inpatient program. : The subjects 

were 392 men and 139 women who participated ih the program 

from 1961-1965. They were not all voluntary. patients., Some 

were self referrals, while others we~e:reie~red;by. phys'iciaris', 

community agency, or committed by the courts. 

The conclusion that perta.ins most· to this paper was a 

. speculation "that program completion itself could serve as a 

crude measure of an individUal's motivation to control or over 

c.9me his addiction and distinguishes the well motivated from 

the poorly motivated" (Fitzgerald, et. al., 1971). This, is 

also similar to findings in other studies. 

Contrary to the other studies, this study found no essen
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tial difference between men and women in posthospital adjust

ment •. T,her~was, however, a difference in the rates of com

pleting-treatment bet....een the two sexes • Fitzgerald et.:. al. 

(1971) suggested that a higher drop-out rate among women can 

be ant,icipated during the first try at treatment. .This drop

out rate does not have the same significance·for men. For 

men, noncompletion on first arunission for treatment·is a 

rough predict;ion of non-completion in a second treatment at 

tempt. Possible reasons for this ~e~e hypothesized by the 

authors, One hypothesis that is most interesting that the:;. 

treatment program itself has a masculine bias or aura that 

does not; consider unique female needs. It would be interestirlg 

to further study this question to determine if this bias 

present in other treatmen~: programs, especially considering 

that most s'tudies dealing in:' alcoholism treatment follow'-up 

programs 'use all' male subj ects •. 

A fourth si:;udy to be revielved was conducted by Davies, 

Shepherd, and Myers (1956). The subjects were 50 alcohol ad

dicts, '39,w:ere, men and 11 ,...ere women. The study was princi-. 

pally concerned'with determining the sociomedical prognosis of 

the alcohol addicts •. All of the subjects participated volun-, 

tarily. Most of those accepting help became inpa:tients. 

The idea of alcoholi,cs accepting help 'vas emphasized, and 

discussed this study. This is seen in a statement found on 

the fir.st of the study that declares: 1I1'Ioreover, accept

ance of inpatient treatment is often a measure of the patientis 
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" ,. 

r.eso1ve ';to: be hei:'~~d, '"sotha.6 ,:~:' '~reat~r degree of cooperation 
", , 

on th~,pa:tientl:s ~'a'rt might be ensured by' 'thlos-means ti (Davies, 

suppor:ted by' thefa:ct' ,that <:lS part "of 

the tr~a:tine~t program, A.A. Ill,ember-ship \<la's offered 'to all,< 

patients. ,"Those who expresl?edthe most.' inte:t;'est' in A.A., were 

membe~s :9f,the most, successful tr'eatmerit' grouP.' ,Those who e'x

p~essed, the' :leastintere~t, weI'~ members of the least success.." 

fu1 t~eatmentgroup. This'seems to support the idea that al

coholics who volunteer for help, and adnlit that, their drinking 
;',!" . 

i,s out '~f control, are most successfu'I in treatmen.tprograms. 

It, also, seems to~imp1y ~hat "motiva:tion may be involved in"de-' 

" terminiri.g's~ccess or fai1ur,e 'q,f aI,coho1'ics' in -treatment~: 

Davies et~ a1.- (1956)c~i1 motiva':tJ.b~ lIan unde'rl'ying fac

tor COI}lIIlon tp' the,' 'acceptance of disuIf ~" ram and A'. A.~, They 

also' claim that motiv'ation lV'as th~ m~in reason f6rd,ifferences 
" 

" in a stuclyby \vaii~6~ ,(1952). 'Prom the'D~vies et. al'. study, 

it seems ,that one can posit theconclusi.on that motivation 'r,;': 
< , ' 

does part:ly, 'determine the success or failure of the patie~tin " 
, ' ,~ 

the treatment of al,coholism. If the motivation is high, 'then 

reatment should succeed. If it is low, thentr<?atnient should 

, fail. " ,I 

A fifth st1:ldY,,'to be rev,:iewed'l:las ,conducted by, Robson, 

'au1us,' and"C1ark<.3: (1965) • There ,were 2QO "subject~ in the 

tud.y'.The~r were'di~ided into. an ~xper:im~nta1gl"Qu'p,cQnsist-'-. , .. ". 

'" 
'ngof100 patient~, ,a'ng. a cCH1t~01 grotip 'consisting of the 

r ,", 

ame-amouDD _of subj,ects'.; Doth groups consisted of aT1 male's,., 
,.; ; ;'. ,.~ ~ , : '. : 'o!". 

" .,., 

"" 

.,~ · 

http:theconclusi.on
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and were similar in age, marital status, occupation, employ

ment status, education, religion, and time elapsed since in

take interview. Six areas of behavior were used in the evalu

ation of the rehabil,itation program. They were: drinking be

havior, health (physical and emotional), work, family rela

tionships, social functioning, and insight. The experimental, 

group was distinguished by having an average of 16 sessions of 

treatments, ''lhereas the control group had an average of only 

2.5 sessions of treatment. Of these. 100 subjects, follOi"i-up 

interviews \vere conducted ,\·/ith 155 of the 200. These were 

conducted bet"leen 10 and 46 months after. the patient;1 s ,'first 

session. 

,Robson et·a,l's','results .. showed· that,.the .. experimental 

group w'as bette,r mativated and acknowledged more serious 

drinking pr,oblems. This group also showed more involvement 

with A.A. after attending the clinic. Percentage wise, 50% of 

the 155 subjects showed some overall improvement in their be

havior. The percentage for' the experimental group was 60%, 

~hile it was 42% for the control group. The researchers 

found that 7 % of this higher rate of rehabilitation among
I 

those who received treatment was due to .both their greater 

motivation and to the fact that a greater number regularly 

attended A.A. meetings. This finding deserves further explan

ation •. 

In the Robson' et., al . study the 7% figure was arrived at by 

an analysis used to determine if the 20% difference in im
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provement between the experimental group and the cont:.rol 

group could legitimately be attributed to the treatment. In 

the analysis, the rehabilitation rates were compared, con

trolling the other differences between the two groups. It was 

found in the analysis that motivation and attendance at A.A. 

meetings did affect rehabilitation, but the patient's percep

tiori of his p~oblem did not. Motivation in this analysis was 

measured by the patients attitude toward treatment as assessed 

during an intervie\v. (For the ~esults of this analysis, see 

Table 2). 

Insert Table 2 about here 

From these results, it is obvious that the largest percentage 

of improvement came from ~ho~e alcoholics with a realistic 

attitude toward treatment. This study fails to define or ex

plain what is meant by a II realistic ll . at:.titude. Therefore, a 

conjecture will be made that it means the alcoholic feels 

treatment can be of benefit to him -because he has tried un

successfully by himself to quit drinking. In other \'lOrds, he 

realizes that he cannot do it by hims~lf. This, however, is 

purely conjecture,. as there does not appear to be any support

ing evidence in this study. This conjecture is therefore 

made, based on previous evidence mentioned already. Since. the 

alcoholic does desi~e to cease drinking, but realizes he can
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not do it by himself, he seeks help. He does so because of a 

poo~ or negative self~concept. In A.A. , terminology, he has 

I1hit bottom ll • He cannot stand himself any longer~ " He also 

realizes that treatment cannot harm him ariy more' than alco

holism already has. It can: also be 'pointed out"that the re

suIts or 'the Robson et al analysis demonstrated that more . . ." , 

frequent attendance at A.A.' meetings is associated with §reater 

chance of improvement. 

To conclude my discusiion of,thi~s~udy, note that the 

s,tudy supports my hypothesis and its implicactions. ,However, 

since this study does not deal directly with self-concept, it 

cannot be determined,: if it impro:ved:, after treatments. How, ..... 

ever, 'it can be speculated from the results of the family and 

social functioning indices tha't the self-concept would improve 

after treatment because 60% of the experimental group and 49% 

of, t,lxe control group shOi'led improvement on these indices. 

This seems to support the contention that self-concept would 

improve, especially in relation to Jehe social aspects of the 

self. 

Before dral'ling conclusions from the studies reviewed' so 

far, it seems that an investigation into the role motivation 

plays in alcoholism ,treatment, ,is in, order. This seems neces

sary because the issue of motivation was present in most or 

the stUdies reviewed thus far" it seems that a requirement for 

treatment programs that the patient desire help! This is 

the case for A.A. also. The question then arises concerning 
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the reason for treatment programs and A.A.'s success. Is it 

due to treatment, or is it due to motivation? 

In a study conduc''ced by Orford and Hawker (1974), the 

question of client mbtivation.;was explored. The hypothesis 

tested was that relatively low levels of motivation for change 

w~re responsible for the link:bet~een youth,or~early compli

cated alcoholism, and premature departure frfim residence at 

an alcoholism halfway house. Two types'of test were given to 

the subjects. The first one consis~ed of asking the residents 

four questions concerning drinking and alcoholism. The second 

test was a sentence completion test. Two forms were used. 

Both intended to elicit pro-drinking and anti-drinking state

ments. The ~ujects were 56 male residents of a halfway house. 

The results did not confirm the hypothesis. ·The importance of 

-'chis study is that it seriously questioned the normative ideas 

of. previous studies on the importance of motivation determin

ing the success or failure of treatment. The normative idea 

of motivation wou~d have piedicied that a low level of moti

vation for change would have been responsible for the link be

tween youth or early-complicated alcoholism, and premature de

part~re from res:idence at 'an alcoholism halfway house. How

ver, this Was not found in thi~ study. 

In aother stup-y co.nq.ucted by Sterne and Pittman (1965),
·1' . 

I . 

the cot\~cept of motivation was' explored from the angle of the 

treaters instead of the patients. This examination.of moti

vation was part of a study of attitudes and treatment services 

http:examination.of
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in the area of alcoholism in st. Louis. The aspect of the 

significance to this paper is the extent to which the alco

holic's motivation was believed crucial to his recovery. This 

was measured by an attitudinal questionn~ire and interviews. 

The-study involved a nonrandom sample of 115 administrative 

and nonadministrative perso:~mel \<lorking in hospitals and a

gencies. Also, 75 persons working in thci hospitals and agen

cies who were not· intervie\<led, were given questionnaires. The 

results showed that the majority of the respondents took the 

position that motivation is crucial to·success in treatment. 

sterne and Pittman (1965)st,atedthat: IIThreequaters of those 

completing the questionnaire h'ere. assigned scale scores indi

cati:.ve of someconimittments·to the importance of motivation 

to recovery from alcoholism. 1I (11: satisfactory unidimensional 

scale ",as not derived, ·bu;t Guttman criteria for a quasi-scale 

D -86 4~~were met. . C • J."\.. - • 7tJj-:..'··-; Error was randomly distributed). 

Also" of the 8,6 .1(er50ns 'interviewed on the meaning of the al 

coholic's II motivatioh li to recover" 81% conunented on current 

behavior in relation to alcoholism. This included the alco

holic's admitting of his problem" stating the desire to reme

dy ii:f'.!1 taking the initiative to undergo. treatment, perfor

mance in .treatment, and curtailing or quitting drinking. 

These findings are important because they hin~ at a type 

of built-in experimenter bias on the part of those people per

forming the actual treatment of alcoholicsr.. It seems as if 

most treatment programs do not even allow the poorly motivated 

http:cati:.ve
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alcoholic a chance at treatment. This seems to be an injus

tice, especially since Orford and Hawker concluded that low 

levels of motivation for change were not responsible for the 

link bet'ween youth or early-complicated alcoholism, and pre

mature departure for residence at an alcoholism halfway house. 

I 
I 
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Conclusion 

In .the introduction of this paper, a hypothesis was 

stated that the self-concept of alcoholic's who seek or ac

~ept, help for their alcoholism is more negative and lower than 

tose alc,oholicstho do, not; seek or accept help" 'rhis. paper 

supported it. Studies by Matefy et al (1971), Gross (1971), 

toIindlin (1964), and Pok~rny at al (1968) all· supported the 

hypothesis. These studies dealt sp~cifically ,.,dth self-con

cept or'S,omELsiririlar term (i.e. self-esteem)" 
.~ . 

The first implication dra\II'll from the hypothesis was that 

an a1coholic must "hit bottom" and "surrender" before alco

holism can be contr.olled. This implication did not seem to 

be adequately proven because of the various ways these terms 

can be explained and applied. Tlier~'\ias not a set definition 

for "hitting botto:m ll or "surrenderll. 

The second implication was that. alcohoJ-ics who volunteer 

for help in controlling alcoholism and admit that their drink 

ing is out of control are most successful in treatment pro

grams. This did seem to be supportedin.-bhe paper, hmV'~ver, 

I ,,,ould like' to raise a serious question concerning th<;:: reasOl 

for this l?eing true. . DIy question involv'es the concept of 

motivation for treatment'. It seems to me that the reason 

volunteers.are mo,;:;t.successful in treatment programs is be

cause most' t;eatment programs:/,only deat with ~ volunteers. _ All 

the doctors,psychia-ta:ists, psychologists, social workers, an' 

A.A. leaders are working under the assumption that the alco
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holic believes he has a problem and wants to solve it. These 

people seem to exclude even the possibility of curing an alco

holic who does not show a high level of motivation for treat

~ent. It seems to me that insufficient research has been con

ducted in exploring this possibility and that research is 

tneeded in this ar,ea. In fact, the Orford, and Hawker study 

sayp that the level of motivation is not linked to predicting 

success or failure in treatment. 

The third implication was that a treatment program 

should improve the alcoholic's self-con,cept. This implication 

was supported, but ,only through data from the Robsonet al~ 

study. From this data, a conjecture was made, which can be -;' 

questioned because ,of a lack of studies that used. a test for 

self-concept in follow-up studies. vJhat is really needed to, 

better support this implication is more studies using a self

conqept test (i.e. the TSCS) before and after treatment in 

follow-up studies. 

Most of the studies reviewed used predominantly all males 

or a majority of males. This seems to be a serious procedural 

flaw because it prevents a truly random sample. It seems that 

there is not adequate screening to achieve a bala.nce of males 

and females in the studies. Most studies just use the alco

holic patients who are in the hospital for treatment at the 

time the 'study is, conducted. Most studies also did not have 

any outpatients involved a.t all. There is also a need in the 

follow-up studies for some type of untreated control group, 
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similar to the one in the Robson, et~~l study. This idea 

could be further developed. Generally, I think that future 

studies in this area should concern themselves with a random 

sample and alsot.he .issue of motivation in trea-(:;ment program. 

As a result of my investigations, I would say that t.he 

success or failure of treatment of alcoholics depends upon the 

co".cept of motivation. From the traditional view, high levels 

of motivation of alcoholics results in successf~l treatment. 

Low levels of motivation would result in the failure of treat

ment. H6wever, Orford and Hawker have shown that motivation 

need not be the criterion of success or failure. The cri

terion can be the treatment itself. For motivation nbt to be 

the criterion, the tradit.ional view of fubtivation in treatment 

must be recognized as faulty. The tradit~ional view is faulty 

because it presupposes a high level of motivation. As long 

as tre~tment. programs uphold this traditional view of the con

cept of motivation, treatment programs, such as A.A., will 

continue to be the most. successful. It should be r·emembered 

though, that programs not presupposing a high level of moti

vation co·uld possibly work. Research should be att.empted in 

which the trad:Ltional view of the concept of motivation is not 

used. Un-til it is, we may never know for sure if motivation 

is a prerequisite for successful treatment. 

Until that tim!? comes, I .would use the findings of my in

vestigations to help alcoholics by trying to enhance their 

motivation to stop drinking. I think that the way -to do this 

http:alsot.he
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would be by pointing out to the alcoholic what his drinking 

is doing to affect the people around him and his relationship 

with ~hese people. If you could show the alcoholic that 

people are concerned about him, ·then maybe he would be con

cerned about himself. This seems how self-concept is in

volved in alcoholism. Hopefully, my findings have some signi

ficance for the treatment of alcoholism. 
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Table 1 

Gress' Results: A Comparison of Alcoholic 
Pre- and Posttest Means with the Standardization Means 


On 11 Aspectis of Self-Concept as Heasured by the 

Tennessee Self Concept Scale 


Norm Pre- Post-

Subscale Mean test test t 

Self-criticism, 35.5 __ 38.7 38.1 - .66 
Total Positive 345.6 286.2- 290.9 1.17 
IcJentity 127.1 1'09.4 110.8 1.11 
Self-satisfaction 103.7 83.0 84.6 .88 
Behavior 115.0 93.8 95.3 1.01 
Physical Se-If 71.8 58.6 61.8 3.28* 
]Yloral-Ethical Self ' 70.3 54.5 55.4 .88 

-}f*
Personal Self 64.6 52.7 55.0 2.34 
Famiiy Self 70_.8 57.1 57.7 .50 
Soci'al Self 68.1 '62.4 60.9 -1.46 
Variability 48.5 58.0 -55.3 -1.69 

* Significant at the .01 le5rel. 
~'-:>#,," -Significant at:'phe •Q5 level • 

, 

.' 

Note. From "Self-Concepts of Alcoholics Before and 
After~atmentll br W.F., Gr~ss, ,Journal of Clinical Psycho
logy, 1971,. 27, 539-541. '.-; 

. 1 '. 
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Table 2 

. ~. ~e!:ce1.\.tage. Cptp,parison .. Between. Experimental: (BY· . '. , 
and Control (C) Groups on Over~all Change according 

to At.titude toward Treatment and on l{umber 
of Alcoholics Anonymous Meetings 
Attended after Initial Visit* 

Im
proved 

.No 
Change 

Deteri
orated 

N 
Cases 

E C E C E C E C 
Attitude 

Realistic 
Neutral 
Unrealistic 
manipulative 

or 

74 
61 

50 

.64 
53 

30 

14 
17 

17 

18 
26 

43 

12 
21 

33 

18 
21 

27 

35 
28 

24 

11 
19 

33 

A.A. l!leeta.ngs 
Over 10 
Under 11 

71 
57 

,:70 
37 

7 
21 

15 
37 

22 
22 

15 
26 

31 
58 

r3 
49 

*All 11 no answer ll responses have been excluded, therefore 
percentages add up to 100. 

.. Note. From IIAn Evaluation of the Effect of a Clinic 
Treatment Program on the Rehabilitation of Alcoholic patientst 

by Reginald Robson, Ingeborg Paulus, and G. Grant Clarke, 
Quarterly Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 1965, 1&, 264-278. 
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